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Absolute Belief Systems

An absolute belief system is a set of ideas tha t
are believed to be absolutely true and that are also
absolute in scope, value, and importance . These
ideas express the nature of absolute Goodness fo r
those who espouse them.

Such systems have existed throughout .recorded
history. The nature of what is viewed as th e
absolute Good has varied from time to time an d
from system to system . Devout Communists fee l
that- the absolute good is the fulfillment of th e
force of history in the creation of a classles s
society. Hitler and his followers believed in th e
absolute importance of preserving and enhancin g
the power and purity of "The Master Race" . The
Ayatollah and his followers believe that th e
absolute good is the triumph of a particular
denomination of the Moslem faith . Others have
believed in the absolute value of preserving "Th e
American Way of Life" .

Despite radical differences in ideology ,
however, absolute systems and their adherents
have an appalling sameness in certain ver y
important respects, regardless of the specifi c
beliefs held in the system . These characteristic s
are :

1. Arrogance, contempt, paranoia and hostility ,
particularly, though not exclusively, toward s
outsiders .

2. A breakdown of normal loyalties an d
affinities between friends and famil y
members, in favor of loyalty to the Leade r
or the Cause .

3. The use of force, violence, and oppression ,
accompanied by the idea that the end s
justify the means .

4. The defeat of individual integrity by grou p
pressure .

5. An escalating spiral of isolation, hostility ,
and aggression from the group toward s
society and from society towards the group .

These characteristics do not follow from the
system's ideology. In fact, they are usually i n
direct contradiction to the ideology . They follow ,
rather, as direct and inevitable consequences of th e
absolutism itself. The major portion of Man's

inhumanity to Man -- the cruelty, the atrocities ,
the oppression -- comes as a direct consequence o f
adherence to absolute systems .

What is it about absolute systems that leads t o
these consequences ?

Since an absolute system contains an idea of
the absolute Good that is held with complet e
certainty to be true, one can say that :

1. It is unnecessary ever to reconsider that
idea. The system is perfect, a "closed
canon", not subject to modification or
improvement .

2. Those who express disagreement with tha t
idea are in error or evil, and everyone woul d
be better off if they agreed with the idea .

3. Since the Good expressed by this . idea i s
all-important, nothing could more
important than promoting this idea and this
Good . Hence, any means necessary to the
promotion of this Good are acceptable .

Many absolute systems contain a Method, or
Path, by which a person can be given data and
experiences that are supposed to be necessary an d
sufficient to prove the truth and perfection of the
system. The Path is thought of as just as perfec t
as the system itself. Anyone that follows th e
Method will, supposedly, inevitably end up
espousing the system. If the Method does no t
result in belief in the system, either it must not

.have been followed correctly, or "evil forces "
must be at work to counteract it . That these
forces are evil is demonstrated by the fact tha t
they oppose the promotion of the absolute Good
and Truth contained in the system. The informe d
unbeliever must be regarded as flawed in som e
way -- either as having personality and character
defects, as having evil intentions, or as bein g
under the influence of others with evil intentions .
These others must be promoting false belie f
systems in order to control or oppress people, no t
permitting them the absolute benefits that woul d
derive from knowledge of the absolute trut h
contained in one's own system.

Since any means are acceptable in the

promotion or defense of an absolute Good ,
atrocities of various kinds can easily become
"necessary". To save the souls of men, the
Crusaders had to fight the infidels and the



Inquisitors had to torture those accused o f
witchcraft or heresy . To purify the Aryan race ,
millions of Jews, Gypsys, and mental patients had
to be exterminated. Purges were necessary i n
China and Russia to rid the all-important state of
its enemies and to further the Cause of historical

destiny .

People who follow an absolute Good regard
those who do not as . guilty, at least, of acts of
negligence . Hence outsiders, or unbelievers, are
regarded with contempt, and the insiders develop
the arrogant view that they are the elite few wh o
are really doing something important to sav e
Mankind (or the Master Race, or whatever). Even
within the ranks of believers, those who are no t
seen as giving their all to the cause are regarde d
with contempt as relatively evil, weak, or flawed ,
because they should (in view of the absolutenes s
of the Good sought) be more dedicated (rea d
"fanatic") .

While individual . friendships have a certai n
importance, - this importance is utterl y
inconsequential when measured against th e
absolute importance of the absolute Good .
Friendships can even be discouraged as a
distraction from the Cause, as can • materia l
pleasures, the pursuit of financial security ,
personal health, and the like . All these may,
however, be promised as benefits to be gained
from . unswerving loyalty to the system or it s
methodology.

When (as inevitably seems to be the case)
most of the rest of the world eventually fails t o
agree with the absolute Good proposed by th e
absolute system, or with its absolute importance ,
despite determined efforts to get them to see it ,
they are regarded as "sinners" or worse . Hence ,
the believer soon develops a hostile and
contemptuous attitude towards society as a whole ,
and he tends to limit his contacts to those with
whom he agrees. The "society " in question may
be outsiders who are fellow countrymen or, whe n
a whole nation is involved, other nations and the
people in them. Insiders may start acting out o f
this contemptuous attitude, thus stirring up a
backlash in society . Also, when one knows
something to be an absolute Good, one feels tha t
the particular rules or laws of a particular society ,
or of common human decency, are of decidedly

secondary importance . Insiders then start breakin g
these rules, engendering a further negative
response from society .

When society responds in a negative manner ,
this response serves as a further proof that

inimical forces are at work opposing the Cause o f
Goodness and Truth . This insider attitude, in turn ,
engenders more hostility and aggressive behavior
towards society . And what ensues is an escalation
of conflict between the group and society tha t
continues until some outside force imposes such a
threat and such a penalty that the group has t o
tone down its actions . . At this point, a sort o f
"detente" can occur, a "cold war" between the
group and society, punctuated by bouts of more
severe aggressive conduct against society an d
periodic overwhelming societal reprisals .

An absolute system is supposed to be perfect .
Since absolute systems differ, only one kind of
absolute system, at most, could be perfect. In
fact, or course, none is. But an absolute system
does not deal well with imperfections within itself.
Any existing imperfection or lack of success must
be rationalized away by the concept that there
must be some kind of sabotage at work . Since,
generally, no sabotage has actually occurred, the
sabotage must be regarded as hidden sabotage ,
done by hidden "bad guys ". Group members are
therefore encouraged to be suspicious of eac h
other. Elaborate reporting systems are set up t o
trace down the imagined saboteurs. Invisible
forms of sabotage will often be invented to
explain mishaps, such as "diabolical influence s
"bad postulates", "subtle internal suppression" ,
"negative belief systems", "evil intentions ",
"negative magnetism", and the like . Inquisitor►
methods are commonly invented for detecting and
eradicating these evil influences. Personal
friendships are further undermined by the need t o
report on possible saboteurs .

And, of course, the group leaders must form a
secret sub-group to administer the Inquisition ,
such as the Inquisitors or the Gestapo . Once
formed, this "security force " often becomes a tool
used by the group leaders to further their own
power and to attack their real or imagine d
enemies . Or it may become independent of the
leaders and wrest power from their grasp .
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Thus .the whole list of undesirable

consequences are inevitable, given an absolut e
system.

Why, then, are absolute systems so attractiv e
to so many people ?

There are many reasons . The principal one s
are :

1 . Beings naturally want to find truths that
have as wide a scope as possible, t o
simplify experience . So they are attracted t o
an explanation that explains everything .

2.. Beings naturally . want to do good in their
lives and to attain personal happiness . An
absolute Good, promising the highes t
possible degree of virtue and persona l
happiness, is most attractive .

3. Having attained these universal stable data ,
one is . understandably reluctant to part wit h
them, because the result can he a great dea l
of personal and group confusion .

And it is in this last point that the evil lies. It
would not necessarily be bad to believe in a n
absolute Truth or Good if one retained the ability
to reconsider it. In other words, one should
remain willing to look at the evidence again, to
listen to what dissidents say without necessaril y
disagreeing or agreeing with them .

Any flawed system, when carried to a logical
extreme, will show its flaws . If, despite the
observed flaws, adherents are unwilling to
reconsider their total belief in the system, then al l
the evils of an absolute system manifes t
themselves . if they are willing to reconsider, the y
might decide that some modifications an d
improvements are necessary, or that some othe r
system is better, or at least that something can be
learned from looking at other systems .

So a good rule of thumb is: Never abandon
the willingness to reconsider any idea or belief, n o
matter how absolutely Good or True it may seem .
Continue to be willing to consider the views of
those who disagree with you, and don't- bu y
anyone's claim that he has discovered an answer
that makes it unnecessary to keep questioning .
It 's OK to accept the answers a given syste m
gives you, but always remain willing to reconsider
and to consider that someone else, or some othe r
system, might have better answers .

In that way, the evils of absolute systems ca n
be avoided .

GOALS, LOSSES AND SAFETY

There seems to be no doubt that goals ar e
a good thing to have, and consequently much ha s
been said or written about how we set them and/or
achieve them . At the same time there is a wealt h
of information about how to handle the losses that
come from having goals and failing to achiev e
them, which is an all too common situation .

In general, more seems to be known about
the setting of goals even though that knowledge is
spread rather thinly across a shallow layer of th e
population. When it comes to achieving our goals ,
we can obtain a lot of abuse comparatively easily ,
because almost everyone we meet knows how t o
achieve goals ; at least for other people they do .

Let me make it clear that I am
distinguishing, for the purposes of this articl e
at least, between what is known advice that i s
available . I use the term 'what is known' to
indicate some form of workable technology . On the
other hand, I use the term 'advice available', to
indicate ten meaningless platitudes that form part
of the 'everybody knows' folklore, in which nobod y
wins on a regular predictable basis .

Really, when we begin to analyse much of
the advice available, it reduces to one or tw o
pointers which do not necessarily enable us t o
actually achieve our goals more readily . The
basic pointer that is commonly offered, is tha t
persistence wins ; for example 'Never give up' ,
'Have courage', 'Keep trying', 'Winners don't giv e
up', 'Every cloud has a silver lining', 'When the
going gets tough, the tough get going' . Whilst
all of this may very well be good advice, I am no t
at all convinced that it does anything to actuall y
enable us to reach the goals which we have set fo r
ourselves .

The other pointer that I am aware of is
the matter of commitment, like - 'If you truly
believe, it may never happen', 'Go for broke' ,
'Burn your boats', 'You've gotta bust a gut t o
get there' . Commitment and persistence, o f
course, are very closely coupled, for many of u s
the distance can be rather blurred. Commitment
suggest the TOTAL application of one's ability ,
whereas persistence conveys the idea of CONTINUOU S
application of one's ability . Commitment

	

and
persistence, therefore, are dimensions o f
application rather than considerations of th e
VOLUME of ability which one has available to brin g
to bear . Using the example of a motor car, one
could regard commitment as the pressure on th e
acceleration and persistence as the petrol in the
tank ; volume of ability would then be th e
equivalent of the size of the engine, the amoun t
of instantaneous power that can be called upon .
LRH was the only one to concentrate upo n
developing a means of increasing the volume o f
ability available, and sadly, his work, as yet, i s
known only to a choosen few .

If goal setting is fairly well described ,
what about the handling of the losses that
inevitably come from failing to reach our goals ?
Again, not much help is around for the 'man in th e
street' ; just a few platitudes to sweeten what i s
a bitter pill nevertheless - 'Every cloud has a
silver lining', 'Live to fight another day' ,
'Never mind the battle, let us win the war', 'Lif e
has its ups and downs' . The underlying principl e
seems to be that one should accept ones losse s
'philosophically', which is another way of sayin g
"accept that you will often lose, ignore thos e
losses and be prepared to go through that loo p
again and again, just in case you might surpris e
yourself and everyone else by occasionall y
succeeding" . I see this as the second clas s
citizen approach to living .

The second class citizen (2cc) philosoph y
would seem to encourage the view that first place
is a privilege we have no right to expect, whic h
is another way of saying that we should be conten t
with whatever is left after the rest have take n
their share of what life has to offer . This is

Frank A. Gerbode, M .D.
Director, IRM
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how the downward spiral starts . Whilst it is true
to say that LRH has given us, the very privileged
very few, some tools to handle such losses, I
think that the second class citizen (2cc) is a
major contributory factor to the low tone level of
the 'average man' of today .

Enough of the bad news and the problem s
the world faces ; what about some good news, useful
advice, or a proposal that may offer more hope to
more people . Do I have anything useful to offer ,
or an I just a harbinger of bad news wallowing i n
the 'fact' that life is hopeless . Well, I do
believe that I have at least the basis of a goo d
news approach to the setting of goals which ma y
lead to even more good news in the future . If we
can set goals without setting ourselves up fo r
failure and loss then I would see that as goo d
news, if not very good news . To some extent I am
knowingly playing the role of Aunt Sally ,
expecting others to throw their arguments an d
ideas at my current thinking . In this manner w e
may arrive at a mutually beneficial solution t o
the problem(s) . So far the problem has not reall y
been defined in a crystal clear way - neither has
the solution - but it does form a staring point a t
least .

My first realisation was, that many of u s
set up goals which later become unattainabl e
through no apparent fault of our own . For exampl e
- a young man may set himself the goal of becoming
the managing director of his father's company .
Then, suddenly, his goal becomes unattainable ,
when his father loses control of the company .
Another example could be a young lady who sees he r
goal as marriage to the boy next door, only t o
discover, that his family moves to another part o f
the world before the courtship has even begun.

My second realisation was, that many o f
these goals were simply far too specific -
'director' is a very specific business, and wha t
is more, be added the extra specific o f
'managing' ; thus he described a single, one and
only, specific position to represent a win . An y
other position, no matter how prestigious, i s
therefore by definition a loss !

Further reflection led me to conclude tha t
these very specific items are, in reality, only a
representation of the true goal ; in fact they ar e
merely symbols and not the real thing . When a
young man says he wants to be the top man at XY Z
company, he is really saying that he wants to b e
successful,

	

powerful,

	

rich, famous

	

or

	

any
combination of all four . If,

	

in

	

our first
example, the young man had set 'success i n
business' as his goal, he would not have suffered
a major loss when his father got into trouble ;
instead he would have exchanged the Managin g
Director title for any other title in any othe r
company which represented the 'business success '
he really wanted . I have deliberately ignored th e
question of whose valence, if any, was involved i n
setting the goal in question .

My point is simply this :- Distinguish
between the true goal and the symbol whic h
represents the goal, and then, if you miss th e
symbolic'goal, you can easily build another symbo l
which can still represent the same original tru e
goal with no debilitating sense of loss .
Certainly, symbolic goals are easier to define an d
go far, but one can safely miss these goals ,
providing one understands that they are nothin g
more than symbols of the real thing .

I suggest that you set goals which are
conceptual, testing them for specifics . If they
are specific, you should regard them as symbols ,
and dig deeper for the true concepts . Then set up
those firm, specific, symbolic, measureable goal s
as the symbols to strive for, if you feel you nee d
to have a 'visible' target to aim at .

Jim

MIND DUMPING

Recently I have been using on myself a procedur e

or mental "exercise" which I find to be easy an d
simple, which requires no Meter, Formal Session .
Worksheets or Report Forms and which appears t o
produce very worthwhile improvements in my abilit y
and understanding .

Derivatio n

At the beginning of August I received a tape b y
Harry Palmer about 'Avatar' . I did not give thi s
a great deal of credence as it appeared to be jus t
another "advance" on Scientology and "he has foun d
what Ron missed" (yet again) .

However one point on the tape sounded interesting
and that is where Harry Palmer describes being in
a relaxed state watching the "circus of the mind "
and gets the idea that there was a plug-hole with
a plug in it in the middle of the "circus ring" .
So he pulls the plug out and finds that everything
- performers, big top, parking lot where it was
erected, etc . etc . - disappears down the hole .

So I decided to have a go at this, I simply sa t
back, relaxed, closed my eyes and dumped down a n
imagined hole whatever appeared . I seemed to ge t
a good result so continued to use this .

Procedure

This is simply as described above . Once or twi t
a day when I have five or ten minutes to spare _
simply sit back, close my eyes and dump whateve r
appears down a hole . I call this procedure "Min d
Dumping" .

Really there is not much more to it than that bu t
it may be helpful if I try and describe it a bi t
more.

I have not run into any difficulty es .

	

, doing th e
procedure which were not immediately resolved b y
taking an easy relaxed approach

	

and dumping
everything and anything down the hole .

Some of the points I handled are as follows :

Sometimes the hole seemed to get full up or thing s
would come back out of the hole . Resolved by
making "more hole" . I found the idea of using a n
astronomical "black hole" useful here . I suppose
a bottomless pit could also be used although I
haven't tried this .

Once I came across a particular thing tha t
wouldn't go down the hole . I simply ignored thi s
and later realised what I'd been doing wrong .

It

	

is

	

relevant to mention that I do dum ,
everything "good" things and incidents and "bad "
ones, pain, pleasure, past, present, future ideas ,
facsimilies, mock-ups, etc . etc .

Sometimes I dump things connected with an area I' m
having difficulty with, though I don't really kno w
if it helps .

Results

It would be very easy to make great claims for th e
benifits of this procedure .

However, there are difficulties in establishin g
results obtained from any such activity some o f
which are as follows .

(1) The placebo effect . It is a well establishe d
fact that any mental/spiritual procedure (whethe r
it is any good or not) carried out on or by a
number of people will produce good results on som e
of them simply because they believe it will and/o r
want it to .

(2) Other factors (environmental etc .) . A perso n
does not live in exactly the same way day afte r
day and week after week. There may be changes i n
what he eats or drinks, he may get more or les s
sleep and humidity, temperature, etc . may vary .



He or she may receive good news or bad news an d
family, friends and acquaintanoes will impinge in
various ways, moods and circumstances .

Also the person's own activities may have good ,
bad, or indifferent results .

All or any of the above factors (and others) ma y
have an effect on the person concerned which coul d
be confused with or mistaken for the results o f
any mental/spiritual procedure which he or she may
be using or experiencing .

(3) Self deception . No real need to explai n
this. It just means that the person may think
he's doing better when he isn't .

So given the above difficulties how can I tal k
about results?
Well, first let me state the result I seem to hav e
obtained.

Put simply : I HAVE BECOME MORE ABLE TO GET MORE
DONE .

This breaks down into :

Having more energy - this occurred shortly afte r
the first time I used Mind Dumping .

Realisations - about how the universe works, my
relationship with it, etc . I find that these ar e
_n no way surprising or startling and they do not
usually occur whilst I am doing the Mind Dumping .
Rather they appear quite naturally and easily a t
any time and become effortlessly integrated int o
my thinking or actions .

People and circumstances being helpful - The sor t
of thing I mean is somebody "just happening" t o
have some information that you needed but coul d
not otherwise have obtained without considerabl e
difficulty, help simply teccming available instea d
of having to go out and get it or ask for it etc .

Other Effects

I do not wish to give the impression that
everything has gone uniformly well just because I
have been doing this procedure .

At times I have felt depressed, tired or unwel l
but I do not think any more so than before I di d
Mind Dumping .

Also at least sometimes after a period of "feelin g
bad" I have had a major gain .

Request s

As I have only used this procedure on myself I
have no idea how it would work for others .

Please note that I am not recommending or advisin g
anyone to try it .

However, if anyone does care to try it out I woul d
be interested to hear how they got on .

Also I would like to know if anyone has com e
across the procedure anywhere else .

Peter Davies .

LETTER S

Dear Gary ,

Hopefully this letter is of interest to
"Reconnection" .

I have written

	

several

	

articles and
letters, as well as answers to different
terminals, but discovered that my consideration s
about standard data and application were no t
always well received .

If you want to take the trouble to read m y
debrief, written for Jon Atack of "Reconnection "
Magazine in Sept '8J, you might find the basis fo r
my considerations .

Up to my departure from Flag I held th e
senior tech posts from class VI up through XII ,
working directly under LRH C/S on these in SHUK ,

and Flag .

I received my technical training from hi m

for some 7 years .

Subsequently I've continued to adhere t o
the data he taught me to the best of my ability ,
and have done extremely well personally and i n
life.

I have never found reasons as to why a
change in the Tech, as it was originally written ,
was "necessary" .

If you consider there might be some peopl e
in the UK who are still interested in KSW, you ar e
welcome to publish this letter and a few notes o f
technical nature I'll add to it .

I must say that, although I have read th e
"data" of the many new "discoveries" which
currently do the rounds in the independent field ,
(which everyone who follows this data and it s
originators is welcome to), I personally don't ge t
further involved .

Having a long history of working with an d
directly under the Source of the original data ,
having audited tens of thousands of hours (fo r
years under LRH C/S), and C/sed inumerable folder s
(also as LRH trainee), my viewpoint on the ne w
"improvements" and "discoveries" cannot be simply
set aside as my having an "unreality" on the us e
of Ethics, Tech and Admin .

THE PIDC ETHE

	

.i.r L 'v •

The main "Outness" of the Upper End of th e
Bridge is found in the Lower part ; not a lack in

the Tech, but in its APPLICATION .

There is nothing like the Lower Grades al l
being IN, and, if standardly done, there is n o
need for the "Money" Rundown, the "How to Tie You r
Left Shoelace" Rundown, and a hundred millio n
other "Special" R/Ds . There are a few valid ones ,
like the Int/Ext and Drug Rundown but most of th e
rest are an unusual solution to not having done a

full correct job in the first place .

The large majority of individuals I have
seen on Upper Levels (often being PRed/reged onto
them!) are missing HUGE sections of their "Lower "
Bridge -- which is no more "lower" (in importance )
than the bottom end of a ladder, at least in valu e
as a tool to go up !

I have also heard that lower Grades "ar e
not really of interest as this all gets handled o n
NOTS" ; so there are many individuals who are goin g
to be in for a big and unpleasant surprise on
NOTS .

It is Not Know of, Inval of and Unusua l
Solutions to the data found in the Grades alone ,
which brought Native State Beings down to homo-
sapiens .

These same "lower" Grades contain ALL th e
answers, and without their being IN, Unusua l
Solutions and new "Upper Level Data" continue t o
be rampant, and OT levels will not be reached bu t
take forever .

You will come across a lot of bypasse d
cases, who have big holes in their Grades, o r

incorrectly handled auditing tracks

	

things
which are not resolved by just throwing them ont o
"Upper" levels or NOTS .

The old man was very clear about this whe n
he said, "The trouble is not the next grade, the



trouble is never the next grade, the trouble i s
always something unbandled in the grade behind .

The SUBJECTS of the lower grades are the
same as the upper levels ; there's no new data in
principle, it's all in the concept reactivity .

With wrong-gone NOTS cases, nothing i s
going to handle it but Auditing Correction, whic h
may include full Quad Grades .

New "upper levels" are NOT the answer ,
regardless of how unpopular such statement may be .

An IN Grade 2 is worth a million false
NOTS in the long run.

A decisive difference in handling cases i s
the certainty that, between the beginning of trhe
Auditng Track and the level of case being handled ,
things were MISSED, if the person didn't get ou t
of the processing what they should have .

No amount of NOTS, or new inventions, wil l
ever handle a missed earlier .

In fact, nobody with Out-Earliers wil l
ever be able to really run anything beyond thes e
goofs to asisness, except the needed Repair .

One cannot continue until the Repair ha s
been EPed !

No newly invented "upper levels" will eve r
be a valid remedy .

If a fellow moves from A to reach B, and
en route breaks down on T, he should find hi s
failing between A and T and fully handle it befor e
seeking to progress towards B .

If he goofs here, and seeks to find th e
fault between T and B (his further, "higher "
levels), he may reach X (somewhere between T an d

B) . He is now WORSE-OFF . His misses between A
and T will have multiplied from T to X, bypassing

further charge . Now he is really in trouble .

The auditing itself acts as wrong Item ,
addressing Wrong Target .

The Bridge is valid data . One cannot just
"get onto it" at any given place . A ladder has t o
be climbed, step by step . One cannot accomplish
step 23 until each of the earlier 22 steps ha s
been FULLY completed .

This is a fact regardless of whichever P R
one subjects oneself to .

And unless all of Ethics, Tech and Admi n
match, the outcome is still not, nor will be, th e
exact Time, Place, Form and Event .

Forget about the Uppers. Deliver som e
Results on the Lowers !

It'd be fun to meet somebody whos e

Expanded Quad Sub-Zero to IV, after a thoroug h
Life Repair, were truly IN . This somebody woul d
also be a Knowing Individual going places .

Anyone not so handled will not make it on
the Upper Levels !

It seems quite useless to tell anyone
this, as it won't be heard by anyone unwilling t o
bring his responsibility up to the required level .

This is ironic, yet factual .

I've seen NOTS individuals who suddenl y
saw the need to revert to peculiar practices, o r
invent their own "improved upper level tech", som e
went back to drugs .

Levels are no more "upper" than the skil l
of the auditor handling them . This skil l
outstrips in importance any pc ease state a
million to one, and is monitored solely by th e
degree of IN Duplication of and the ability to

Apply the existing Tech. This has never change d
or will .

There might even be some misconception
about the state of OT as being a condition o f
having the ability to smash planets together, or
hats off heads at 500 yards .

Some theatrics may well be possible at
some stage ; they have, however, little to do wit h
the purpose of auditing if this is defined a s
making the Viable more Viable .

The reason I have chosen to follow th e
Standard, and not any of the groups, some of whic h
have even gone to the point of declaring the
Standard not valid and seeking to change it, i s
that it is the only demonstrable Truth within th e
field it addresses .

I have been discovering that it seems t o
be only some of the old LRH trained seadogs, an d
some others, who (are prepared to) grasp the nee d
to apply the Existing Tech, instead of running of f
with dozens of unusual solutions (as "cures" t o
their prior misunderstoods!) or new "superior "
versions of "Upper" levels (to handle earlie r
bypasses on their cases!) .

I have on occasion in the Independen t
Field met individuals who just didn't want t o
know, when it involved "Standard" as a "definat e
degree and quality (of In Application) proper and
adequate for a specific purpose" .

There are lots who do and it is to them _
write this letter .

Love,

O . J. Roo s

Dear Gary ,

I sat and listened to a discussion on how th e
Church was ripping off its members, withits price s
for services, meters etc .
I have also just finished reading 'Religion Inc . '
and 'The Bare Faced Messiah' .
In various magazines I've read all kinds of
viewpoints, so I thought maybe it was time I wa s
counted .
In the 'Bare Faced Messiah' it tells us LRH was a
liar, fornicator, thief, bullshitter, conman an d
went totally mad if his commands were not carrie d
out . That's about where I came from as well .
If all this was true, so what, it doesn't matter .
If he took millions from the Church, it doesn' t
matter .
To me all that matters is that the tech works and
in spite of his own madness, mine, and all t'' e
rest of the world .
Ron Hubbard hung in and made the tech widt- y
disseminated and used .
He gave me a purpose that was bigger than feeding
one body for one life time .
We were going to free the planet . In the final
analysis LRH can't free the planet on his own .
It's not his responsibility, it's all of ours .
Together we will free the planet using the tech .
Ron made a tape of putting on the boots an d
walking out . Well, what is the purpose of th e
training and the auditing if in the end each on e
of us can't take responsibility and do just that .
We have got so full of crap fighting each ethe r
that we are in danger of losing everything the ma n
did . Why ?
Ron Hubbard doesn't become my enemy because th e
Church claims he is . No, Ron Hubbard is my friend
because I say he is . When I audit someone I tell
them the way I got it from him .
The only way Ron Hubbard will ever stop being m y
friend is when I stop being his . My determinism .
You see, I like the idea of freeing the planet . I
never took part because I thought the man wa s
god . No, he also needed auditing .
He was a man who was acted as a focal point fo r
many beings who liked the purpose .
Now he's gone .
OK, so what am I going to do, and what have I



done? I'm not going to spend my life fighting th e
Church. No, I'm going to flourish and prosper .
I'm going to promote and put beings on the bridg e
and I'm going to tell them of my 'friend Ron
Hubbard as I knew him, a man who did a big jo b
that I couldn't do, and because of him and th e
people who worked with him, my marriage, my
children, my business and my friends are doing
well and will do better .
People talk of Scientology in the old days-how
good it was . Well let me tell you how good it i s
now .
I'm connected to the AAC in East grinstead . Th e
affinity is good, help is there. Someone
described them as ultra-conservative with tec h
delivery . For me, Chats great .
Me, I promote, get people on the bridge . Life is
good, the purpose worthwhile . Do I get money for
it? No, I never thought the price the Churc h
charged was bad, I paid it to keep the bridg e
there . I left the Church when the people I put on
weren't moving across, the price had become a
stop . It wasn't that it wasn't worth what the y
asked, it was just that the average person foun d
it uncomfortable . To me we have to put people
across in volume .
In my universe I flow power to the AAC E .G .
because it keeps the bridge there so others can ,
cross.
When one day I meet the man and he asks me what I
did I will look him in the eyes and I'll say I
kept the purpose in and kept the beings movin g
across the bridge .
or that purpose my help is always available . Th e

golden age has arrived and we still have work t o
do !

Ben R oe ts .

Dear Gary ,

Reading Lilian's letter about my article, and he r
comments about there not being any OT's yet, led
me to thinking about an adequate definition fo r
full OT . The following is a summary of thos e
thoughts, and a partial reply to her letter .

An OT would have the ability to be cause ove r
matter, energy, space, time and thought ,
completely free and able to work effectively with
or without a body. Upon that, we would prbabl y
all agree .

However, we have degenerated into our presen t
lowly state, if LRH is to be believed, largel y
through ignorance, incompetence and out ethics ; a
viewpoint I accept, and upon which I have base d
the following comments .

.)ne of the reasons advanced by LRH for us havin g
degenerated into our present condition, is that w e
put restrictions on our own powers to avoi d
hurting other beings . It follows then, that t o
avoid spinning in again, a full OT would have t o
act ethically ; i .e ., strive for optimum solutions :
and that would include clearing up the mess we ar e
now in, for which we are all to some degree ,
responsible .

As our species has a dominating influence righ t
across the dynamics on this planet, it als o
follows that the primary task for achieving a
broad-based optimum solution here is to solve th e
problem of the third and fourth dynamics of ou r
own species .

The next question is : should we wait till there i s
a numerous corps of OTs before we try solving th e
problem/ : then they can simply postulate a sane
and ethical society, and we would have one ; an d
the rest would follow .

The answer is that no-one is ever likely to becom e
OT without solving that problem . No amount of
automotive theory alone will make a good mechanic :
sometime the guy has to get his hands dirt y
working on cars . One of the factors which hav e
got us where we are is ignorance : for Adam's sin
was not that he ate of the tree of knowledge, but
that he ate too little and applied too little. A

proper understanding requires both theory an d
practice, and ethics demands application. Whil e
we will all have learned a lot during our spiral
down and our climb back up, that is mere knowledge
and not wisdom : and even wisdom is pretty useles s
unless one has the practical ability to apply it .
I would guess that it is quite possible for
someone to audit themselves until

	

they were
capable of sitting on some cloud nine, an d
watching the destruction of our solar system
without it affecting them too much : but they woul d
not be OT .

So my definition of OT would be :

An OT would have the ability to be cause ove r
matter, energy, space, time and thought : be
completely free and able to work effectively wit h
or without a body : and have the ability an d
wilingness to achieve optimum solutions in all
situations.

To get onto Lilian's letter : it indicates that she
has little knowledge of how society works . The
pressure groups she has been supporting can have a
very useful role if there is an able and ethica l
goverment in power : otherwise they are jus t
whistling in the wind . There is no such govermen t
anywhere in the world, and there never has been ,
so pressure groups can achieve little .

I see, broadly speaking, two ways of getting suc h
a goverment . One is direct involvement i n
politics, and the other a wide dissemination o f
metapsychology, to raise general public awareness .

I do not expect independent Scientologists to b e
noisy about anything : but I used to hav e
expectations that they would be more aware tha n
most people, of the truth of that old adage about
it being only necessary for good men to d o
nothing, for evil to triumph : and for them to ac t
on such awareness .

Nor do I expect super-power of them : but no power
is going to appear at all, unless some effort i s
made to develop it .

There are, of course, some poeple who have made ,
and are still making, valiant attempts to keep th e
show on the road : but they are too few .
Circumstances and responsbilities are rarely s o
heavy as to make any contribution at al l
impractical, but are often used as an excuse . I
know from experience that it will be long and slo w
and hard : but necessary. Also : that it needs a
group to be viable . Trouble is : no-one seem s
willing to join !

I may be wrong - I actually hope that I am - an d
there may be thousands of PC's and Pre-OTs quietl y
beavering away to set the wrold to rights : but I
see no signs of it . I live near East Grinstead ,
where there must be a pretty heavy concentratio n
of Independents ; but an attempt by myself to star t
a Metapsychology group a few months ago met wit h
no worthwhile offer of help whatsoever .

To Lilian I would say tha she might think she i s
planting tree seeds, but they are really onl y
annuals . Also that her talents will remain few
unless she spends them liberally .

Barrie weller

RON'S ORG WIESBADE N

Ulrich Kramer, Rheingaustr .152 ,
6200 Wiesbaden, Germany

I'd like to put together some good news about LR H
in order to publish them in some form or other .
At the moment I am at the stage of gathering
information, and I have to rely on the help and
good recall of those oldtimers who knew Ro n
personally .

There has been a lot of black PR out on LRH, lies ,
gossip, slander, and what not - however I, having
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talked to a good many oldtimers whilst I was staf f
at St. Hill did not find a single one who woul d
tell me anything bad about him .
Maybe that's because it was not ok anyway to sa y
anything critical about anything in those days - I
do not know . But for sure I find that LRH i s
thoroughly misrepresented in the media .
I wish to correct this . I wish to issue somethin g
with the opposite bias, towards the good side, to
put a balance there .

Furthermore, those stories that can be told ar e
living history ; they will die with the people wh o
have lived them .
There will be times in the future when the Church ,
the Sea Org, and the Founder will be but a fading
memory . There will be people who know LRH only by
his work, and many of them will know his work onl y
in translated form .

I believe that LRH should be known not only as an
abstraction but as a man who lived and worked an d
fought and studied and researched and ate an d
drank and travelled and so forth .

So here is what I'd like to do, and how you ca n
help : I'd like to collect a number of stories o n
LRH, told by the people who WERE THERE at th e
time . They should be spoken on a cassette, to b e
later transcribed and used verbatim in full or i n
parts . They may cover any aspect of "A n
experience with LRH", but they should be goo d
news, i .e. their basic intent should not b e
slanderous or degrading of Ron .

If you were able to provide such a story, and t o
contribute as much as the cassette and postag e
cost, you would be of great help . - Without you ,
this project has no chance of coming off .

P.S . : Please pass the word on this . The more, th e
better .

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOU T

Many of us like to poke and prod mentall y
at the very substance of our universe in order to
gain a better understanding of just what makes i t
tick . I suppose that, if we were to find ou t
exactly what does make it tick, then we woul d
indirectly find out something about ourselves who
set it ticking in the first place .

To my mind one of the greatest polers an d
prodders was LRH . We can argue about whether he
was a genious or not, or about whether he actuall y
did invent, develop, discover, research, orginate ,
copy or borrow this, that or the other idea ,
process or technique, but surely no-one can den y
that he had a lot of horsepower, which he applie s
to finding things out and getting the result s
published .

If all the mysteries of the Menta l
Universe were a giant crossword puzzle, then I
think LRH filled in enough of the answers to lead
others to believe it might just be possible t o
fill the rest of it some day . History wil l
remember him in due course as the one who did mos t
to establish the lay-out of the puzzle and get a
lot of the blanks filled in .

During the process of poking and prodding
with a few friends, we came up with the questio n
"Why are triangular solutions so common?" ARC and
KRC are the best known ones, but one can discover
many other philosophical triangles in the Menta l
Universe . So far we have come up with thre e
approaches to answering the question .

The first one is based on the fact (or i s
it an apparency?) that our universe is three
dimensions, and our triangles are simply the thre e
dimensions of that which we are considering .

The second solution is that the thre e
items are associated by a kind of mental grammer .
The answers to our questions come in a particular
form which consists of three major elements : a
subject, a participation and a modifier which

provides the control element . If we use the AR C
triangle as an example, then Reality is the
subject ; Communication is the participation an d
Affinity moderates the communication and controls
our viewpoints of Reality . With the KRC triangl e
Knowledge is the subject ; Control is th e
participation and Responsibility is the modifier .

The third solution takes the two-pol e
nature of this universe as its starting point . If
it is a two-pole universe, then it seems likel y
that each single pole could well have tw o
alternative 'other' poles . This is just anothe r
step along the road of duality . In any particular
area it would seem likely that there should b e
similar 'alternate other' poles within grouping s
around any concept . Again taking ARC as th e
example . I would see Affinity as having
Communication and Reality as 'alternate other '
poles ; similarly Communication would have Affinit y
and Reality and Reality would have links with bot h
Communication and Affinity . Thus a triangular
bond is formed between these three elements .

I also consider that in another context o r
from another viewpoint we might find differen t
sets of 'alternate other' poles, which would bon d
other triangles and further that there is a whole
structure of such triangles forming the ver y
fabric of our universe .

Jim

To all Subscribers :

If you are subscribing to Reconnection an t
you have a word processor, please

	

put your
contribution in the following format for
inclusion. It should be 4and 3/4 inches wide an d
justified if possible, single spacing with doubl e
between each paragraph and/or titles . Also pleas e
double space between each sentence . The spelling ,
punctuation and grammer should be perfect (or a s
near as possible) .

Thank from a very over-worked, under-paid ,
mutli-hatted typist .

"Neither Foes Nor Loving Friends" by Eric Townsen d

THis recent offering from Eric Townsend i n
his Get Ready For Life Series is sub-titled " A
Guide To Identifying The Causes Of A Major Area O f
Personal Stress" . For this reviewer, Mr .
Townsend's book has proved to be an irritatin g
source of personal stress . Mr . Townsend is no t
believed to be an American writer of Science
Fiction with a flair for flamboyant deliver y
which the rules and the conventions of cor m
English are honoured more in the breach than th e
usage . He is, one believes, an Englishman fro m
whom one might expect to receive, in a publishe d
work,

	

the courtesy of correct

	

English. The
arbitrary use of exclamation marks (I) in place o f
perfectly adequate full-stops, the liberal
scattering of capital letters to begin commo n
nouns in mid-sentence, and the meaningless use o f
"well" or the conjunctions (and, so, but,) t o
begin sentences are amongst the most frequentl y
experienced errors . Added to this are the to o
frequent misspelt or misplaced words and the
occasional examples of ungrammatical phraseology .
It may be considered to be popular or trendy t o
ignore or belittle adherence to rules an d
conventions of grammar, but in practice it is no t
conducive to the free flow of communication fro m
author to educated reader . this is unfortunate i n
a work of great use and importance .

In his acknowledgements, Mr, Townsen d
makes no claim to originality, but pays tribute t o
those forerunners who have contributed to th e
subject of Suppression Related Stress . What he
has done, and done very well, as regards th e
content of his book, is to distill and crystaliz e
those earlier contributions into a really goo d
self-teaching

	

manual of well

	

ordered

	

clear
explanations, examples and practical exercises .
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With this booklet a person capable of study an d
application should be able to diagnose a condition
of "Present Time Suppression" in self or another ,
identity the source of that suppression an d
finally take (or indicate) some appropriate actio n
to resolve the situation .

Thus "Neither Foes Nor Loving friends" i s
a most desirable addition to the series, and is t o
be recommended for practical use as necessary .
Even though it may not be classified as a grea t
piece of literature, I nevertheless welcome it an d
wish it well. I hope the future editions wil l
have the language correctly revised, and fin d
acceptance across the broad spectrum of th e
helping agencies .

Published

	

by

	

Anima

	

Publishing, P .O .Box 10 ,
Bramhall, Stockport, Cheshire, SK7 2QF, England .

INTERNATIONAL TECH TRAINING ACTION

COMMUNIQUE

AN INDEPENDENT PROJEC T

This is a general statement of the policy line t o
be followed by forthcoming information letter s
from the I .T .T .A.

AIMS

I .T.T.A. info letters will promote co-operatio n
amongst Scientologists in

	

the areas '' of tech
training,

	

and

	

communication with

	

ron-Scien -
tologists re Dianetics and Scientology .

The basic sphere of reference for I . T . . A. info
letters will be the fundamental principles o f
Dianetics and Scientology . This includes the
technology by which these are applied in bringing
about increased self-determinism on thf part o f
the individual, ie auditing procedure .

WHO IS BEHIND THE I .T .T .A . INFO LET1ER ?

This project will be gotten off the ground an d
initialy sustained by members of a world wide Com m
network .
(see end for contact details )

Ultimately the idea if for all Scientologists who
are in agreement with the concept of an I .T .T .A .
and professionalism in Scientology to participate
in this venture .

There are several problems related to gettin g
auditors trained and up to a professional statu s
in society . Your experience and understanding i n
this regard or your desire to get trained can b e
utilized to benifit a great number of others . Th e
I .T.T.A . info letter is intended as a medium fo r
your contribution in this regard .

If, after you • have completed reading thi s
Communique, you find you wish to participate, the n
please write to us .

THE TREE

In the graphic portrayal of a tree, the variou s
aspects of Dianetics and scientology are
symbolised by the roots, trunk, branches an d
fruit . The overall concept is that of growth .

ROOTS

The roots symbolise the basics of Scientology and
Dianetics . Although the attraction of the tree i s
mainly focused on the fruit with its promise o f
exotic tastes, the roots are the source on whic h
it all depends .

Because roots are usually out of sight an d
therefore mostly out of mind, their role i n
sustaining the tree season after season is ofte n
forgotten. The point is that roots have a primar y
function in the survival of the tree throughou t
its entire life.

In the same way the basics of Dianetics an d
Scientology play a major role in every auditin g
session .

THE TRUNK

The trunk of the tree symbolises tech training -
it is the connection between the roots and th e
fruit-bearing branches . It transferes sustenance
from the roots to the rest of the tree, while als o
pushing the branches and leaves out above th e
shadows to the sunlight.

The strengh and quality of the trunk, along wit h
that of the roots, will determine how well th e
tree stands up in a storm .

It has been said, "know the tech ; it will protec t
you" . Being well tech-trained, you may bend i n
the wind but you will not break . iou will not be
confused or misled in the face of false data o r
mistaken priorities .

In the way that all branches come together at th e
top end of the trunk, so does tech training serv e
as a common point of reference for all Scientolog y
activities . It is an essential binding factor for
a Scientology 3rd dynamic .

BRANCHES

Each branch of the tree is a particular direction
of individual creativity in terms of Dianetics and
Scientology . The quality of this creativity is
dependent on understanding, through tech training ,
of the basics of D and S .

There comes a time in

	

the careers of mos t
Scientologists

	

who

	

are

	

becoming more self-
determined,

	

when

	

they

	

become

	

capable

	

of
significant creativity in the field embraced b y
Dianetics and Scientology . The evolution o f
.riginal and innovative means by which to appl y
the basics to life and livingness is epitomised i n
the characteristics of a branch .
However, for such creativity to bear fruit, i t
must be connected to good tech training and th e
basics .

THE FRUITS

These are the valuable final products and rewards
of Dianetics and Scientology, as pursued by th e
individual according to his or her own needs o r
desires .

Without the fruits of D and S, which also contai n
the seeds of new games, the tree might as well b e
cut down and the timber used for building materia l
or some other useful activity.

WATE R

Communiques from the I .T .T .A. are symbolised b y

BUILD ON YOUR WINS !

READ & APPLY THE SCIENTOLOGY BASICS LAI D
OUT SIMPLY IN THESE SHORT BOOKS .

Published as the GET READY FOR LIFE
series - Series Editor ERIC TOWNSEN D

HOW TO GET MORE OUT OF LIF E
HOW TO HAVE MORE TIME
HOW TO HAVE MORE MONEY
HOW TO COMMUNICATE BETTE R
NEITHER FOES NOR PTS

Only £3 .50 each ($6.00) including Postage
& Packing - All 5 for 1l5 .00 or $25 .00 .

HELP YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS

ANIMA PUBLISHING,P0 Box 10, BRAMEALL ,
STOCKPORT SK7 2QF, ENGLAND

lAsk about our framed Inspirational Poems
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water . it is not the function

	

of water to
determine the kind of fruit to be produced by a

tree . Water, however, plays an important role i n
the capability of a tree to bear fruit and th e
quality thereof . Roots do not have a good hold i n
very dry soil, nor can the necessary sustenanc e
for growth be drawn from it .

The distributors of I .T .T .A . communiques are not
concerned with the direction a branch grows in ,
nor in the load or type of fruit it carries . W e
wish merely to assist in creating a climate i n
which the tree can grow .

Many will agree that D and S are experiencing a
drought . We are grateful to those alread y
providing water in an effort to sustain the tree .
It is our intention to contribute to this life -
growing activity .

THE GREAT TECH DROUGHT

Throughout the 50's and for much of the 60's ,
Scientologists on Org staff and in the field wer e
primarily occupied with the goals and purposes of
the subjects Dianetics and Scientology . For
whatever reasons, this period was followed b y
increasing emphasis on organisational priorities .
A major manifestation of this trend was th e
considerable increase in administrative staff ,
such as reflected in the emergence of th e
Guardian's Office and the sea organisation . Th e
general approach to handling the expansion of th e
C of S shifted away from relying on good tec h
results, to a variety of admin procedures .
Signing up people for services became more a
matter of the registrar's "powers of persuasion "
	 rather than th_e workability of the technology .
The Qualifications division which used the tech o f
Dianetics and Scientology to ensure the results o f
D and S, and correct them when needful, wa s
gradually replaced by a reliance on ethics t o
fulfill this function in the C of s .

For optimum results in Dianetics and Scientology ,
there exists an appropriate balance between tec h
and admin. This balance has been disturbed .

DID THE TECH FAIL?

It could be concluded that had the tech been al l
it was made out to be in the first place, ther e
would never have been a need to employ "othe r
methods" than the standard tech to spread
Dianetics and scientology .

For some this is no doubt an area of potentiall y
heated debate . My view and experience is that th e
tech hasn't failed, it is simply been used les s
and less in certain quarters . Much can be said in
this regard ; however, generally speaking, certain
organisational pressures, such as economics, whic h
more often than not, result in quickie auditin g
and quickie training, are factors responsible for
the "loss" of the tech .

In the long run, the best custodians of tech ar e
well-trained auditors . But, as many who hav e
tried will confirm, training "enough" auditor s
well and then keeping them on post as auditors, is
not an easy task . Yet, auditors are the key t o
the future of Dianetics and Scientology .

LET US CO-OPERAT E

As things are today, the common points o f
reference - the basics which are to be found i n
tech training and to which most Scientologist s
originally related - are in danger of becomin g
history . The roots and trunk are seen by many a s
having served their purpose ; all that seems t o
matter now is the "fruit" .

To outgrow the need for roots in any particula r
field and move on to new pastures is part of life .
However, the tree called Dianetics and Scientolog y
has as yet not nearly reached maturity or com e
close to yielding its best fruit and seeds .

Within the independent

	

field there are many

individuals with a great deal of experience an d
certainty in relation to the tech . To them w e
say ; Let us find the means by which we can co-
operate in getting "enough" auditors trained so
that the emphasis can again by on the goals and
purposes of Dianetics and Scientology .
The tech needs to be presented as the centra l
theme and not as a subsidiary to an unwield y
organisation, monopoly or power game . As the tec h
becomes "liberated" from such abuses, so it wil l
become truly visibly in terms of the 4th dynamic .

As far as the human race is concerned, the true
nature of Dianetics and Scientology must be one o f
the world's best-kept secrets . it is going to be
up to trained people to correct this state o f
affairs . The openings in society through which
Dianetics and Scientology can be passed on t o
mankind are there . We need only act with th e
appropriate commitment and the sweetest fruit s
will be ours .

OPENING S

The 4th dynamic has its Org Board . It may be far
from perfect, but it does exist . There are comm
lines, terminals and command lines which connec t
up,

	

control

	

and somehow hold together

	

th e
economic, social and political

	

structures o f
various societies and cultures of planet Earth .

There is a large empty space on this Org Boar d
into which will fit very nicely what Dianetics an y
scientology have to offer . we need only approac
society in the appropriate manner and then fil l
that space . In essence what this comes down to i s
that we should parallel the modus operandi of thi s
4th dynamic Org Board . this does not mean
compromising basic principles, just as it is not a
Q and A when auditing procedures parallel the PC' s
mind .

More specifically, an example of an appropriat e
approach to getting active on a 4th dynamic level ,
would be to make a comprehensive study of th e
increasing recognition and acceptance by the
medical profession of the role the individual' s
mental state plays in determining his physica l
well-being .

Statistics and data in this regard have been
piling up for many years now . Psychoneuro-
immunology (the study of the ways in which a n
individual's mental state affects his resistenc e
to disease) is a newly established branch of
medicine . researchers in this field hav e
satisfied themselves with convincing evidence tha t
the mind is a key factor in any illness . Many
fascinating findings in this

	

regard are now
available to the public. This was not the ca r
when Dianetics was first published or even man ,
years later .

In some ways, getting into that empty space on th e
4th dynamic Org Board has been made more difficul t
for Dianetics and scientology (because of negativ e
press etc .) . yet, in many ways, the path has bee n
smoothed with the growing realisation by wester n
man that he had better find out more about th e
mind . Let us be aware of the difficulties and
handle as needful, but let us concentrate ou r
energies on man's growing need for a technology o f
the mind .

THE MASS MOVEMENT VS PROFESSIONALIS M

There are two sides to the Scientology situatio n
as a whole, which are more fundamental than th e
tech-admin relationship . This factor was probabl y
he major reason behind the tech-admin ratio goin g
out in the first place .

Scientology on the one hand is a mass movement ,
catering to the needs of desires of those in
search of a spiritual cause . This aspect of th e
subject requires dedication and many have
repsonding to the call . On the other hand, there
is the technical side of Scientology, which
requires no less dedication than the first - a
great deal more so in fact .
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The I .T.T .A. is committed to the attainmen t
professionalism in Scientology

Joe Van Staden

CONTACT DETAILS

Joe Van Staden is at present co-ordinating th e

launch of the I.T .T .A . info letter . Any Comm i n

this regard can be sent to :

Joe Van Stade n
P .O.Box 89670
LYNDHURST
2192
SOUTH AFRICA

Or to the Comm Network member in or nearest t o
your region

John Donaldso n
28, Huxley Drive ,
Bramhall
Stockport SK7 2P H

BEYOND BELIEF

For me the greatest attraction of Scientology wa s

the promise that through auditing and training I

would reach a state of knowledge : I would no longer
believe, I would know. Which is to say, I would n o
longer ' know' because I ' d been told, but because I

could directly perceive and experience what reall y

is. If there is a God, my awareness would finall y
bring me to meet Him, not through any explanation o r

argument, but through direct and incontrovertabl e

contact. The very truthes of the universe woul d

become available to me.
I should have known better, because Scientology i s

built upon the idea that we can only ever perceive

and experience what we believe. If reality is indeed

an agreed upon apparency, then what we perceive i s

the result of our beliefs . That would include

natural law (and indeed the belief that reality is an

agreed upon apparency) . In Scientology, belief an d

knowledge are therefore inextricably mixed . This

finds its summation in the phrase ' what ' s true for

you is true ' . But in fact, what ' s true for a

Scientologist is all too often L . Ron Hubbard ' s view

of the universe.

Unfortunately, it is all too common for th e

propounders of systems to claim that they can tak e

their followers beyond belief, when in fact they ar e

simply indoctrinating them with a new set of beliefs .

Once you have informed someone of the 'knowledge '

they will find, you have conditioned them to induc e

or 'discover' that ' knowledg e ' . Hubbard touched on

this problem in 8 .8008 when he criticised people who

have to ' know before they ar e ' . They insist upon a

clearly defined destination before they are willin g

to travel. To paraphrase Korzybski, they are so
obsessed with the map that they cannot really see the

territory it is supposed to describe . When dealing

with a physical problem it seems fair to ask whethe r

a system can alleviate it, the destination needs to

be explicit, but in matters of the constitution o f

the Universe it seems better to discover reality ,
rather than to be indoctrinated in it .

I am fascinated by belief itself . As I have said ,

systems tend to present their followers with new

beliefs, rather than the means to consider and modif y

those they already have in the light of their ow n

perception
.

I would like to see a system (if 'syste m' is the

word) which gives the individual the means to

reconsider his own view of the universe . He woul d

assess what he already believed and then set abou t

discovering how he had arrived at each belief. He
would evaluate the relative importance of each

belief, until he had isolated those which wer e

fundamental. Then he would consider the implications

of his beliefs - which is to say, what else he mus t

believe as a natural consequence of the belief-system

he lived within. This should lead to an ability to

see belief in operation in others, so rather than

attacking an idea opposed to his own beliefs, h e

would uncover the beliefs which had generated th e

idea, and therefore be able to understand why tha t

idea was a necessary outgrowth of those beliefs .

Further, he would be better able to see from

arother's point of view. The system would then

concentrate on the construction of different beliefs ,

so that the individual would be able to hold th e

capitalist world-view, or the communist world-view ,

or the Christian world-view and so forth, at will ,

and understand the necessary ramifications of these ,

and indeed the ramifications of a hypocritica l

holding of such beliefs. Finally, the individua l

would be called upon to construct a belief system fo r

himself, but with a new willingness to change tha t

belief system in the light of new evidence . Such a

system would teach nothing about the nature of th e

mind or the universe, and would make no claims abou t

results, other than to say that it would give th e

individual a better grasp of his own beliefs. It

would require no guru, and frankly, it would need no

more in the way of explanation than I have jus t

given .

on Atack

FROM 'THE TRUE BELIEVER '

"What are the talents requisite for [a mas s
movement leader] . Exceptional intelligence, nobl e
character and originality seem neither indispensabl e
nor perhaps desirable . The main requirements seem t o

be: audacity and a joy in defiance ; an iron will ; a
fanatical conviction that he is in possession of th e

The

	

tech side also requires

	

a

	

discipline d
application based on a more fundamental

understanding of scientology . It is only throug h
the latter that professionalism can be attained .
Professionalism in Scientology comes about whe n
the tech is applied in the most efficient wa y

according to certain standards .

To me it is clear that the mass-movement approac h
in getting on to the 11th dynamic Org Board ha s

failed . I believe the professional approach ha s
not actually been tried and that it will succee d

if done .
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one and only truth ; faith in his destiny and luck ; a
capacity for passionate hatred ; contempt for the
present; a cunning estimate of human nature ; a
delight in symbols (spectacles and ceremonials) ;
unbounded brazenness which finds expression in a
disregard of consistency and fairness ; a recognitio n
that the innermost craving of a following is fo r
communion and that then can never be too much of it ;

a capacity in winning and holding the utmost loyalt y
of a group of able lieutenants. This last faculty i s
one of the most essential and elusive . The uncann y
powers of a leader manifest themselves not so much i n
the hold he has on the masses as in his ability t o
dominate and almost bewitch a small group of abl e
men. These men must be fearless, proud, intelligen t
and capable of organizing and'running large-scal e
undertakings, and yet they must submit wholly to th e
will of the leader, draw their inspiration an d
driving force from him, and glory in this submission .

"Not all the qualities enumerated above are equall y
essential. The most decisive for the effectiveness of
a mass movement leader seem to be audacity, fanatica l
faith in a holy cause, an awareness of the importance
of a close-knit collectivity, and, above all, the
ability to-evoke fervent devotion in a group of able
lieutenants .

"

Aimee McPherson or a Hitler which won and held thei r

following but the boundless self-confidence whic h

prompted these leaders to give full rein to their
preposterous ideas . A genuinely wise leader who dared

to follow out the course of his wisdom would ave a n

equal chance of success . The quality of ideas seems

to play a minor role in mass movement leadership .

What counts is the arrogant gesture, the complet e
disregard of the opinion of others, the singlehande d

defiance of the world .

"Charlatanism of some degree is indispensable to

effective leadership . There can be no mass movement

without some deliberate misrepresentation of facts .

No solid, tangible advantage can hold a following and

make it zealous and loyal unto death. The leader has

to be practical and a realist, yet must talk the

language .,f the visionary and the idealist .

" Originality is not a prerequisite of great mass
movement leadership . One of the most striking traits
of the successful mass movement leader is hi s
readiness to imitate both friend and foe, both pas t
and contemporary models . . . Perhaps the clue to any
heroic career is an unbounded capacity for imitation ;

a single-minded fashioning after a model . "

Eric Hoffer
. . . it was not the intellectual crudity of an
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1 .00
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HSDC (2 packs )
SRD TRs & coaudi t
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Dianetics 55	 3 .00
Dynamics & the Tone Scale

	

1 .00
Handbook for Preclears

	

4 .00

How to Live Though
an Executive	 2 .00
Introduction to Scn Ethics

	

2 .00
Problems of Work

	

2 .00
Scn New Slant on Life

	

3 .00
Scn 0 .8

	

4 .00
Self—Analysis

	

3 .00
Tech dictionary

	

10 .00
Way to Happiness (for 12)
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Tapes & Other materials :

Clear bracelets (large)	 25 .00
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